
The Gospel of Mark 
“The Kingdom is at Hand” 

Mark 15:1-32 

 

 

• Mark 15:1-15 

What is Pilate’s goal? Is it justice? Is he really concerned about Jesus? 

What is his conclusion about Jesus? 

Pilate’s main objective is to stay out of Caesars’ bad graces…by keeping peace  

At the same time he wants to exert his authority over the Priests…without exciting the crowd 

Josephus makes it really clear that Pilate was awful, making arbitrary decisions with extreme cruelty 

Amazing, scripture REALLY makes it clear that Jesus is innocent 

The Sanhedrin can’t get 2-3 witnesses to agree 

Pilate does not think he is guilty 

And Herod is not pictured really in Mark but he just thinks he is a looney, surely not guilty 

Why do the Gospels seems to drive this home so much? 

Jesus’ innocence on our guilty behalf is paramount to God’s saving restoration plan busting forth here 

In chapter 15, Mark uses the phrase “King of the Jews”. Why? What point is he trying to drive home? 

At first glance, Mark is introducing us to a POLITICAL problem with POLITICAL meaning 

Pilate might have flogged an wayward prophet as I read cases in Josephus last week 

He would have dismissed a blasphemer with the flick of a hand 

But a would-be-king…that was another thing altogether 

 

But Mark will drive this down to a theological level quickly 

What was happening to God’s Kingdom that John said was near or at hand? 

What was happening to the “revolution” that Jesus was stirring up with a cabinet of 12 that plotted revolution on the 

side of a mountain in chapter 3? 

What was happening to the Man that healed and cast out demons and spoke of the temple falling and replacing it? 

What was happening to Jesus’ rescue operation? 

How is Jesus the new King and Messiah and Great Prophet and Son of God responding? 

1. Silence – Is. 53:7 

“You say so” = whatever you say 

For Mark, Jesus as Messiah is the Servant-King, laying His life down for the many 

Being last to become first 

2. Innocence – as we have already highlighted 

He hasn’t been leading a revolt 

To the contrary, His message is turn the other cheek, forgive 7x70, love your neighbor 

He is undergoing the very fate He predicted for the Temple and the people at the hands of Rome 

He is in a very real sense TAKING THE FATE OF ISRAEL ON HIMSELF 

3. By enacting the restorative Gospel during His death march 

What do you make of this whole Barrabas thing? Why is this detail here? 

Strikes me as odd to put in this detail since the first century readers would have already known this. 

In the story of Barrabas you have Jesus already substituting His life for others 

Jesus death LITERALLY saves this mans life 

Barrabas deserves to die, but Jesus dies instead 

Barrabas was the typical rebel, the one Jesus is being accused of…repaying pagan violence with holy violence 

Josephus wrote about how Galilee was a haven for bandits like Barrabas 

The commoners loved this…sort of Robin Hood effect 

Barrabas may have actually been a hero in the eyes of the crowd 

He epitomizes what Jesus has spoken against 

And yet this is the one Jesus exchanges His life for…incredible! 

Interesting to this choice of Barrabas which repeated itself after Jesus death eventually became the downfall of 

Israel by the hands of the Romans 

 

• Mark 15:16-32 

Interesting, what do you make of this last verse? 



Really implies that the TWO were casting insults…amazing huh? 

Also see this beating with the staff in verse 19 

This is something they have wanted to do for a while…to beat the king of Israel 

Again, there is a theme…THE ONLY theme that emerges…Jesus, KING OF THE JEWS 

• Mark 15:18, 26, 32 

Jesus is bearing the fate of Israel…this is Mark’s point! 

 

Then comes this man Simon, the Cyrene 

His is from North Africa, but his name is Hebrew 

Probably a Jew on pilgrimage to Jerusalem for Passover 

Described as the father of Rufus and Alexander which are not common names, for Rome or for Israel 

Again, they are probably named because they played a prominent place in the early church 

Paul actually greets someone named Rufus in the letter to the church in Rome…could be the same one 

What connection or memory from the Gospel of Mark does this Simon story ring in? 

• Mark 8:34-38 

Amazing again, Jesus, retelling His own restoration story even as it is unfolding 

Simon becomes the model for all who in devotion and humility and holiness desire to serve their Master 

Simon and Barrabas NEVER imagined their lives would be told for 2000 years 

This is our story when we follow Jesus 

 

Mark’s picture is horrific, almost worse than any other Gospel 

He does not explain crucifixion, they all knew quite well 

Josephus wrote of Tutus that he “hoped that the spectacle might perhaps induce the Jews to surrender, for fear that 

continued resistance might involve them in a similar fate. The soldiers out of rage and hatred amused themselves by 

nailing their prisoners in different positions; and so great was their number, that space could not be found for the crosses 

nor crosses for the bodies. 

He names the place…The Place of a Skull...the readers would have already known, but he drives the horror in further 

He refuses the drugged wine…He chooses instead to drink the Father’s cup to the last drop 

He is stripped naked (despite the pictures you see) and shamed and humiliated 

And to make the point even stronger, He is placed BETWEEN the 2 brigands…revolutionaries 

Jesus is dying the death of a revolutionary who is completely innocent 

We now know who it was designed to sit on His left and His right 

• Mark 10:40 

 

Jesus dies the death of  brigand…as a substitute 

But we know from history they did not heed His message…and over 1 million Jews died at the hands of Rome 

These mothers will grow to see their own sons fight a revolt against Rome and die 

These same mothers are the one’s Jesus Himself says to cry for themselves not Him 

The same story is being retold today 

 

• Mark 15:34 

3
rd

 hour = 9AM when they crucified Him, 6
th

 hour = 12:00 it went dark, and 9
th

 hour = 3:00 cries out 

Darkness was a sign of God’s judgment = Amos 8:9-10 

Amazing, but the 9
th

 hour is literally the Jewish hour of prayer 

And Jesus cries out – only other time this verb for cry is used was back with John – voice of one “calling” in the 

wilderness, make ready and your paths straight 

These are Jesus last words in this Gospel 

And notice the word ABBA is noticeably missing 

Luke and John you hear resignation, but Mark wishes to leave us with a more ghastly feel 

And as He dies, the veil is torn, completely – Josephus describes it as 80 feet high 

The system is over, the judgment has been made, the innocent man has died the brigands death 

And normally, the family would have summoned the courage to take care of the body 

Even in His death He is abandoned 

• II Cor. 5:21, Gal. 3:13 

• Hebrews 6:19-20, 9:3, 7-8, 12, 24-28, 10:19-20 

 


